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Video games are one of the most powerful storytelling tools of today and possess one 
intriguing and complex element: interactivity. Player interaction is often difficult to 
implement within the structure of a story and, as such, many games opt for a linear narrative 
structure, rather than giving players control over the course of the story’s events. 
The main goal of this work is to understand the evolution of storytelling within games, by 
analyzing their history, and to bridge the gap between traditional screenwriting and interactive 
storytelling, by exploring the process of adaptation from one medium to the other. By 
approaching interactivity as a new tool for storytelling, this work aims to create an 
understandable compilation of the mechanics and tropes that make up successful video game 
narratives. 
This dissertation also delves into the future possibilities of storytelling in video games, by 
exploring the limitations of today’s technology and the existence of future autonomous, 
dynamic, procedural and artificially intelligent story creation systems. 
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1 Introduction 
Video games have evolved to become one of the most prominent forms of entertainment and 
artistic expression of the 21st century. From the simple games created during the mid-20th 
century to the magnificent works of artistic prowess that we see nowadays, games have 
experienced one of the fastest and most impressive processes of evolution of any media to 
date. 
However, video games have not only evolved from a technological or artistic point of view, 
they have also evolved on a conceptual and thematic level and, today, offer some of the most 
immersive, creative and original experiences in entertainment media. 
An important element of video games has been their ability to convey story. Starting with 
interactive fiction titles and culminating with the immersive narrative-driven experiences of 
modern video games, games have always been viewed as a powerful medium for storytelling, 
responsible for some of the most interesting and original narrative experiences of the past few 
decades.  
As interactive storytelling becomes more and more commonplace, there is need for critical 
analysis of its structural elements. As such, throughout this dissertation we will explore the 
evolution of video games and the evolution of storytelling within the medium, by analyzing 
important shifts within the industry, as well as the independent game design and development 
community, and how they affected the way games are perceived today. 
 
1.1 Work Proposal 
Throughout this dissertation, we will explore the development and evolution of this digital 
and interactive medium throughout its recent history, as well as the main advancements – both 
technological and otherwise – it has suffered in the past few decades. 
This dissertation will also focus on the presence and evolution of storytelling in video games. 
We will discuss the importance of interactivity in delivering powerful and otherwise 
impossible experiences and we will dissect video games as a medium in order to distill the 
essence of interactivity in their story and discover how it allows for new forms of engagement 
with users and players. We will also explore the existence of communities centered around 
games and video game development, primarily the independent (or indie) game development 
community. We will analyze the importance of indie developers and how different people 
from different backgrounds have contributed to the democratization of game development and 
to the access of cheap tools for fast and easy creation of interactive experiences. 
This dissertation is accompanied by a practical project: a prototype of the adaptation of a 
traditional screenplay into an interactive fiction format. Through it, we will also explore the 
process of introducing interactivity to already established stories, analyzing the main elements 
and innovative aspects of writing for an active participant. 
Both this dissertation and its practical project focus on the theme of “Writing for the Player” 
as a means to explore the essence of interactivity in story by analyzing the necessary tools and 
techniques used to create meaningful player interactions. 
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1.2 Development 
The main purpose for the creation of Entropy, the practical project that accompanies this 
dissertation, was to analyze the adaptation of a story from a non-interactive format to an 
interactive one, isolating the main recurring elements in modern interactive stories and the 
way they succeed or fail in engaging with the player. 
This project doesn’t aspire to be anything but a test of any theoretical principles explored 
throughout this dissertation. 
Through this project, we were able to ascertain some of the recurring interactive storytelling 
tropes in videogames and evaluate their need and purpose within the story’s structure and 
within the game’s interactive system. 
 
1.3 Themes and Structure 
This dissertation follows a four-part structure. The first part, comprised of chapters 1 and 2, 
presents the overall theme and field of study on which the entire work will focus. It 
contextualizes both the dissertation and its accompanying project within the surrounding field 
of media studies. 
The second part, which contains chapter 3, addresses the evolution of video games within the 
large structure of entertainment media, as well as the evolution of storytelling within that 
medium. We will focus on recent examples of narrative-driven video games, by analyzing 
their story and the way it can or cannot be shaped by the interactions of the player. As the 
main theme of this dissertation, interactive storytelling plays an important role within the 
structural evolution of video games and, as such, we will analyze recent advancements in the 
field, as well as some tools that have essentially democratized the creation of video games and 
interactive fiction. 
The third part, chapter 4, will focus on the creation and production of Entropy, an interactive 
adaptation of a traditional screenplay. During this chapter, we will focus on the tropes and 
main mechanics of interactive storytelling, which allow the creation of immersive, player-
driven experiences. 
The fourth part of this dissertation, chapter 5, will review the previous chapters and compile 
the results of our analysis, revealing the main strengths and weaknesses of interactive 
storytelling as a means to create new types of experiences that require constant active 
participation from a player. In this last part, we will also theorize about the future evolution of 
the medium’s ability to tell enticing, procedurally generated stories that dynamically adapt to 
the player’s choices. 
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2 Adaptation 
During this chapter, we will contextualize this dissertation within the field it explores, as well 
as present the main objectives of this work.  
 
2.1 Goals 
This dissertation’s main objective is to analyze interactive storytelling from the perspective of 
its mechanics, systems and dynamics, in order to achieve a deeper understanding of its 
universal elements and their ability to be integrated into previously created stories, in order to 
develop entirely new experiences. 
It is also our goal to explore the evolution of storytelling in video games, its strengths, 
weaknesses and shortcomings, in order to better understand how to improve player interaction 
within the context of modern interactive entertainment experiences. 
 
2.2 Contextualizing the Project 
The main theme of this dissertation, “Writing for the Player”, has been a constant presence in 
my work for the past two years, seeing as most of my writing work has been targeted towards 
interactive experiences and figuring out ways to enhance the connection between a game and 
its players. In recent projects, I’ve been trying to meld intuitive gameplay experiences with 
meaningful storytelling, in order to create new immersive experiences. Working as a game 
designer in a small games studio has allowed me to apply some of those concepts to real 
projects and has motivated me to explore this theme in a more academic environment. 
Video games have the potential for excitingly new experiences in storytelling, due to the fact 
that they allow users to actively change the progression and outcome of the story. Even 
though viewers and readers of non-interactive stories experience the same basic and universal 
aspects of the story, a player has access to a set of pre-determined and pre-designed tools that 
allow him/her to act upon the game’s world, environment and characters. It is a game 
designer’s mission to perfect that set of tools, allowing the player to have more and more 
control over the game, shaping its story to become his/her own. 
On a personal and professional level, the design process of an interactive narrative is what 
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3 Interactive Storytelling in Video Games 
By the means of evolution, we, as a species, have obtained an innate predisposition to 
communicate and interact with each other. As a result of that process, we have become 
proficient storytellers. As Jonathan Gotchall states, “tens of thousands of years ago, when the 
human mind was young and our numbers were few, we were telling one another stories. And 
now, tens of thousands of years later, (…) we still thrill to an astonishing multitude of fictions 
on pages, on stages, and on screens (…)”  (Gotchall, 2012, p. 13). 
Story, be it an “account of incidents or events”1 or a “fictional narrative”2, has been a part of 
our cultural processes since the first humans discovered how to communicate. Myths, legends 
folklore, are all representations of our innate storytelling need and ability. A lot of our 
inventions – the telephone, television, computer – focus on communication and the 
transferring of information and knowledge between humans. As such, they eventually became 
vessels for stories – fictional or otherwise. Story is a part of our culture and a part of our 
humanity and we can’t help but create and consume them. Gotchall even goes so far as to 
state that “we are, as a species, addicted to story” (Gotchall, 2012, p. 13). 
Games were also a product of our evolution and seem to be deeply linked to story and 
storytelling. In fact, as Miller states, “extremely old forms of social interaction (…)”, such as 
the retelling of myths in ancient history, “were the precursors of modern interactive 













Fig. 1 – Children learning and communicating through play3 
                                                
1 See http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/story 
2 Ibid. 
3 Image collected from [17-11-2013]: < http://www.theguardian.com/society/joepublic/2011/may/12/bob-
reitemeier-munro-report-listen-to-the-children > 
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Games focus on communication of ideas, information and knowledge through their systems 
and mechanics – making them an excellent medium for new kinds of stories –, but they also 
focus on another rather important aspect of human psychology and development: the element 
of play. 
Although the creation of stories has been with us since we first developed the ability to 
communicate, play, on the other hand, “is older than culture, for culture, however 
inadequately defined, always presupposes human society, and animals have not waited for 
man to teach them their playing” (Huizinga, 1944, p.1). As stated, play is an inherent trait of 
nearly all animals that predates society and culture itself. It is part of who we are as animals 
and as human beings. 
Jesse Schell, a prominent video game designer and academic, tries to define play as some sort 
of “(…) manipulation that indulges curiosity” (Schell, 2008, p. 30). Although video games 
might be viewed by some as mere entertainment, they effectively serve as ways to explore our 
curiosity within structured systems. They provide a window into several worlds where we can 
indulge our curiosity, learn, adapt and react – characteristics that have been essential in the 
process of our biological evolution and are, in fact, part of our human fabric. 
Through the act of play, we explore our need to discover and learn, we indulge our child-like 
inquisitiveness and we approach each experience with a fresh mindset. The concept of play 
has been present in various media throughout the ages and video games are the most recent 
form of a medium that has always strived to successfully merge play and story. 
But what exactly is a game and how are story and play related to each other? At the heart of 
story, there’s drama, which may be defined as “a series of events involving interesting or 
intense conflicts of forces”4. A game, on the other hand, is defined by Schell as “a problem-
solving activity approached with a playful attitude” (Schell, 2008, p. 37). It seems as though 
games and story share a common element: conflict. Conflict is at the heart of drama and at the 
heart of problem-solving. Games provide a way for a person to overcome obstacles within a 
structured and well-defined system, by experimenting – or playing – within the confines of 
that same system. Games are not only able to convey story, but they also truly create story by 
merely being played. Games can not only present conflict through story, but actually allow 
the player to experience conflict through problem-solving. As such, it seems clear that “we 
look at games as storytelling systems” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2010) and that they have been 
evolving to become a sort of nexus of play and story, allowing players to explore both fields 
within a single structure. 
In order to further study the evolution of interactive storytelling – as applied to video games – 
this dissertation will focus on exploring the origins of video games in subchapter 3.1, while 
subchapter 3.2 will touch upon the present state of storytelling within this recent medium. 
Subchapter 3.3 will present the tools and communities responsible for the ever-increasing 
presence of storytelling in modern video games. 
 
 
                                                
4 See http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/drama 
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3.1 The Evolution of Video Games 
The first video game-related experiments can be traced back to the 1950s, with games such as 
OXO (Douglas, 1952) and Tennis for Two (Higinbotham, 1958) being among the first 













Fig. 2 – Spacewar! running on a PDP-1 computer5 
 
With the development of Spacewar! (Russell, 1962) – considered by many to be the first truly 
interactive computer game (Kent, 2001, p. xi) –, it became clear that computers could be used 
to develop highly complex entertainment experiences. Many games soon followed, such as 
Periscope (SEGA, 1966), Pong (Atari, 1972) and Gunfight (Taito, 1975). 
Interactive fiction games, such as Colossal Cave Adventure (Crowther, 1976) or Zork 
(Infocom, 1977), became wildly popular in the mid-1970s – despite the absence of any 
graphical elements – due to their non-linear structure and the ability to seemingly react to the 
player’s choices. The illusion of an ever-changing story that adapted to the player’s 
commands and actions was the main differentiator of these early interactive fiction games. 
Although their gameplay was centered around inputting text into a terminal, these pieces of 
software provided deeper and more meaningful experiences than other games available at the 
time, due to their heavy reliance on story and their deep science-fiction and fantasy roots. 
They weren’t skill-based games and had a slower play-style, a characteristic that allowed a 
larger number of people from different (i.e. non-gaming) backgrounds to become immersed in 
their worlds and stories. 
With the advent of dedicated gaming devices and machines, games eventually started 
reaching a much wider audience. The “Golden Age” of gaming (Kent, 2001, p. 126) started in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the introduction of arcades and dedicated home consoles.  
                                                
5 Image collected from [16-11-2013]: < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacewar_(video_game) > 
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The games created during that period had very thin layers of narrative. They were mainly skill 
or reflex-based experiences built for arcade cabinets and included a simple story that served 
only to contextualize the player’s actions. 
For example, in Space Invaders (Taito, 1978) players controlled a small gun and their main 
objective was to fend off an alien invasion, with no prior explanation as to why they were 
doing so. In Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) players controlled a character that ate pellets and 
avoided ghosts, for no apparent reason. Games were about fun and gameplay and their story 
was only something that was appended at a later stage – often conveyed through other media, 









Fig. 3 – Crowther’s Colossal Cave Adventure6 (on the left) and Robinett’s Adventure7 (on the right) 
 
In 1979, Atari released Adventure (Robinett, 1979) for the Atari 2600. Adventure was created 
by Warren Robinett as a graphical adaptation of the previously mentioned Colossal Cave 
Adventure. Robinett’s Adventure was one of the most successful games for the Atari 2600, 
revealing that, although there had been graphical and technological changes, there was still an 
interest for deeper, more complex experiences, similar to the heavily verbose interactive 
fiction titles. Adventure was responsible for the birth of a new genre of games – aptly named 
“Adventure games” –, that would, in time, provide some of the richest story-driven 
experiences in the medium. 
Up until the late 1980s, the available games were mostly skill-based experiences with a few 
more narrative or character-driven titles. Games like the various titles in the King’s Quest 
series (Sierra Entertainment, 1984) started presenting players with deeper stories – often in 
Fantasy or sci-fi settings –, animated characters and detailed worlds with a wide color palette.  
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the digital entertainment division of Lucasfilm, Lucasfilm 
Games (later known as LucasArts), was responsible for the birth of the modern Adventure 
game genre, with the release of games such as Labyrinth (LucasArts, 1986), Maniac Mansion 
(LucasArts, 1987) and, most importantly, The Secret of Monkey Island (LucasArts, 1990).  
 
                                                
6 Image collected from [19-11-2013] - < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossal_Cave_Adventure > 
7 Image collected from [19-11-2013] - < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adventure_(1979_video_game) > 
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With Monkey Island, LucasArts captured the imagination of a generation. By using the theme 
of pirates, inspired by Disney World’s Pirates of the Caribbean ride, they tapped into a role 
that most young players had always wanted to play: the role of a mighty pirate, roaming the 
seven seas. Most players were surprised, though, as the pirate they embodied – a strange 
young man by the name of Guybrush Threepwood –, was not a fearsome pirate, but indeed a 
novice, aspiring one. This actually made the character a lot easier to empathize with, as his 
wit and perseverance were his main tools of survival, instead of swords and cannons. Players 
were also introduced to a living, breathing world, filled with unique characters and locations 
that were fully interactive. With Monkey Island, LucasArts took the Adventure genre to new 
heights by introducing its complex characters and puzzles, creating a title that would forever 














Fig. 4 – LucasArts’s The Secret of Monkey Island8 
 
After the massive successes of Monkey Island and Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade 
(LucasArts, 1989), an adventure game based on the movie of the same title, LucasArts 
decided to bet heavily on the Adventure genre. 
Games like Day of the Tentacle (LucasArts, 1993), Full Throttle (LucasArts, 1995) and The 
Dig (LucasArts, 1995) soon followed, with the latter being an unprecedented collaboration 
between LucasArts, filmmaker Steven Spielberg and writer Orson Scott Card that resulted in 
one of the most highly praised stories in video games to date. 
The reign of the Adventure game genre and the golden era of LucasArts came to an end in the 
late 1990s and early 2000s. Two of the last Adventure games that the studio produced were 
the highly praised Grim Fandango (LucasArts, 1998) and Escape From Monkey Island 
(LucasArts, 2000). 
                                                
8 Image collected from [17-11-2013]: < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Secret_of_Monkey_Island > 
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With that, the Adventure genre was considered to be over, as LucasArts focused their 
attention solely on their Star Wars action games. To this day, only a handful of studios – such 
as Double Fine, a company mostly made up of former LucasArts employees – still produce 
true Adventure games. 
The Adventure genre faded away to make way for the Action genre, due to a heavier focus on 
skill-based competitive games, aimed at a younger male audience. From the early 1990s 
onward, the first-person shooter, third-person shooter and real-time strategy games have 
become the most popular genres in the industry. Games like Doom (id Software, 1993), 
Quake (id Software, 1996) and Starcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998) ushered in a new era 
of Action games that focused on skill and reflex-based gameplay, pushing story to the 
sidelines. It was a resurgence of the original aspects and characteristics of early video games – 















Fig. 5 – id Software’s Doom9 
 
Although story-centric games became somewhat rare throughout the 2000s, Action games 
have been increasingly relying on story to deliver powerful experiences that go beyond 
gameplay. Games like Gears of War 2 (Epic Games, 2008) are examples of action, fun and 
gameplay-oriented experiences that use themes of loss and love to tell a poignant story within 
the larger surreal context of an alien invasion.  
It seems as though Adventure games’ impact in the industry created story-conscious players 
that demand good plot and good characters, alongside good gameplay. Meanwhile, Adventure 
games themselves have had a come back in recent years. 
                                                
9 Image collected from [19-11-2013]: < http://www.desura.com/news/classic-games-doom > 
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As an example, Double Fine’s Broken Age (Double Fine, TBA) crowdfunding10 campaign 
raised $3.4 million over a period of 30 days, after asking for only $400.000, signaling that 
there is still indeed a public demand for games that deliver great story through great 
characters and great dialog. 
In fact, regarding the evolution of this particular genre, Adams states that “storytelling is so 
powerful as an entertainment device that one genre of video game – the adventure game – is 
starting to move away from the formal concept of a game entirely” (Adams, 2010, p. 22). 
Adventures games are becoming something that Adams refers to only as interactive stories, 
experimental titles that forego modern gameplay tropes in lieu of masterful storytelling. In 
effect, studios such as Tale of Tales have even produced manifestos11, declaring the end of 
games and the birth of “notgames”12, experiences that prioritize story and connection with the 














Fig. 6 – Tale of Tales’s the Graveyard13 
 
3.2 Storytelling in Modern Video Games 
As mentioned, non-linear, interactive experiences, such as Adventure games, were among the 
first examples of video games as tools for storytelling and were instrumental in shifting public 
perception from games as meaningless entertainment to games as poignant and important 
works of fiction. 
                                                
10 A process in which a person or a company asks for investment from the overall public 
11 Tale of Tales’s “Realtime Art Manifesto”: http://tale-of-tales.com/tales/RAM.html 
12 See http://tale-of-tales.com/tales/OverGames.html 
13 Image collected from [23-11-2013]: < http://tale-of-tales.com/TheGraveyard/ > 
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Role-playing board games, such as Dungeons & Dragons (TSR, 1974), or interactive 
narrative-driven titles, like the previously mentioned Zork, were true pioneers of modern non-
linear interactive fiction and some of the first real examples of how games can serve as 
extremely efficient narrative vessels, indulging both our need for play and our need for story. 
The rapid rise of the software entertainment industry in the 1990s and its teen male-centric 
approach dictated the end of the slow, narrative-centric experiences in lieu of short, 
expendable, high-octane games that focus on fun and competition, while, at the same time, 
disregarding story, character and narrative. 
In more recent years, the rise of the indie14 community has ushered in a new era of thoughtful 
experiences, trading mindless entertainment for story, character and meaningful player 
interactivity. 
Games such as Call of Duty: Ghosts (Activision, 2013), Battlefield 4 (Electronic Arts, 2013) 
and Grand Theft Auto V (Rockstar Games, 2013) still occupy the top of the sales charts each 
year, but the industry is undergoing a cultural shift. 
Titles like The Walking Dead (Telltale Games, 2012), Gone Home (The Fulbright Company, 
2013) and Papers, Please (Pope, 2013) are but a few examples of the growing presence of 
deep, story and character-driven games that allow players to explore situations that go beyond 














Fig. 7 – Lucas Pope’s Papers, Please15 
 
 
                                                
14 Short for “independent” 
15 In-game screenshot taken by the author 
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Games have proven themselves to be great vessels for story, but their inherent reliance on 
interactivity makes them completely different experiences that require a somewhat different 
approach. Video games are, by default, interactive – seeing that the game requires a player to 
function and will not progress without some sort of input –, but, although interaction is 
needed in order to play a game, that does not always mean that the game’s narrative is truly 
interactive. 
As Jesse Schell states, the difference in interactive and non-interactive storytelling comes 
down to “the participant’s ability to take action. The desire to act and all the thought and 
emotion that go with that are present in both” (Schell, 2008, p. 263). In effect, the only true 
difference between both styles of storytelling is the fact that the player has the ability to 
influence the story. 
Although games have this untapped potential for interactive storytelling, many game 
designers forego any kind of interactive experimentation and often employ linear stories that 
move the player from point A to point B and serve only as ways to embellish gameplay. The 
player’s actions contribute only to the progression of the pre-determined story, and don’t 
actually influence its outcome. 
A truly interactive narrative should be able to shift and adapt itself to the player’s actions and 
choices, changing alongside the player. However, the limitations of today’s artificial 
intelligence systems keep games from having true interactive and reactive stories. Today’s 
video games are, therefore, carefully crafted experiences, from a storytelling perspective. 
Even if their objective is to allow the player to feel like they are truly affecting the game’s 
world, game designers need to predict every outcome of every player choice, making their 
game’s narrative nothing but a set of closed, pre-determined results. Still, there can be a lot of 
freedom within those pre-determined systems. 
Games often rely on a few gimmicks to convey the feeling of true interactivity within their 
narrative structure, as we will further explore in chapter 4. The illusion of choice, for 
example, is one of the most powerful and prominent tools of interactive storytelling. In recent 
years, a few games delivered great interactive, narrative-driven experiences. Others, however, 
failed to do so, by being unable to employ choice (or the illusion of it) in a meaningful way. 
As a means to evaluate the current state of storytelling in games, we will analyze a few 
examples of games with truly innovative approaches to interactive stories. 
 
3.2.1 Example: Mass Effect 3 
A recent example of a controversial exercise in interactive storytelling was the third 
installment in the famous action-game series Mass Effect (BioWare, 2007-2012). 
Throughout the Mass Effect series, the player is presented with constant choices, mainly in 
regards to dialog options. The game aptly reacts to the player’s choices but most of them have 
little-to-no effect on the actual progression of the story. Instead, pivotal narrative moments are 
clearly presented to the player with a complete lack of subtlety or nuance. Instead of having a 
conversation that branches out into multiple possibilities – therefore creating multiple 
outcomes –, the game clearly defines which dialog option will result in what outcome. 
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Although the game is riddled with choice – or the illusion of it –, the end of the trilogy clearly 
presents the almost archaic interactive storytelling system upon which the entire story was 
built. When arriving at Mass Effect 3’s (Electronic Arts, 2012) climax, the player is presented 
with three simple choices: Destruction, Control and Synthesis. The Destruction option allows 
the player to eliminate the enemy threat; the Control option allows the player to control the 
enemies and end the conflict; the Synthesis option allows for the whole galaxy to be saved, 













Fig. 8 – BioWare’s Mass Effect 316 
 
There are various interpretations regarding Mass Effect 3’s ending and its whole story, but, in 
the end, it results in a complete lack of consequence for the players’ actions. Players held 
Mass Effect as a true example of modern interactive storytelling and were troubled by the 
end’s lack of respect for the main element of the series: choice. 
The game’s developers promised a final chapter that would take every choice made in 
previous games and present a different path depending on the character’s past. What they 
released was a game that disregarded every player choice throughout the entire trilogy and 
presented players with a simple three-way dial that determined how the game would end, 
regardless of what the player had done. 
Mass Effect 3 remains, to this day, a controversial game from the point of view of its story, its 
mechanics and its promises. Although the “Option A – Effect A” choice system was already 
limited to begin with, the fact that the game failed to make its ending dependent on the 
player’s journey and previous choices was the proverbial pulling of the curtain regarding the 
game’s story. 
                                                
16 Image collected from [23-11-2013]: < http://www.thelevelounge.com/2012_05_01_archive.html > 
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3.2.2 Example: The Walking Dead 
Telltale’s The Walking Dead was one of the most critically acclaimed games of 2012, earning 
various “Game of the Year” awards and being praised for the quality of its story and its 
characters. 
Both the comic books and the television show upon which the game is based present stories 
that involve characters in morally ambiguous situations, while dealing with a post-apocalyptic 
society and waves of dangerous undead enemies. Instead of dividing its attention between 
several elements of an entire cast of characters – much like the TV show or the comics –, 
Telltale’s The Walking Dead focuses mainly on two characters: Lee Everett – the main, 
player-controlled character – and Clementine. 
The game starts with Lee on route to the nearest prison for allegedly being involved in the 
murder of a Senator with whom his wife was having an affair. After being involved in a car 
crash, Lee manages to escape the cop car where he was being held and makes his way into a 
nearby backyard. While noticing that something has clearly gone wrong, he meets 
Clementine, a young, 9-year-old girl that has become separated from her parents and feels 












Fig. 9 – Telltale’s The Walking Dead17 
 
Unlike Mass Effect 3’s approach, The Walking Dead presents choice in a more subtle way. 
The player is free to explore and interact with the environment as he/she pleases and there are 
constant elements of information sprinkled throughout the game’s world. The player also has 
dialog options, much like in many Adventure games, but there are a few key differentiators, 
though. The characters and the story react to the player’s every decision. Although there are 
certain narrative set-pieces that are unavoidable, the player is presented with a myriad of 
possibilities throughout the game. No matter which choice the player picks, characters always 
react differently. 
                                                
17 Image collected from [23-11-2013]: < http://thegamingheretic.com/telltale-the-wolf-among-us/ > 
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Every choice results in a slightly different outcome, reaction or emotional response. Players 
witness the loss of characters due to seemingly “wrong” choices that are presented to them in 
subtle ways as to not be too evident. 
One of the more powerful elements of the game consists of a small text label that tells players 
that “Clementine will remember this.”, whenever they do a good, bad or simply passive or 
apathetic choice. Players are constantly reminded that the characters are present and that they 
react to Lee’s decisions. This is especially important when it comes to Clementine, due to the 
fact that one of the player’s – Lee’s – key responsibilities is to become a moral compass for 
the young child. Having her witness a display of violence or aggression and being told that 
she will remember Lee’s actions is a very powerful tool to shape the players perception of the 
world and its characters. 
Although the game’s many narrative paths converge into a single ending, the possibilities 
throughout its story are vast. Most players don’t have the same experience and reach the end 
with different friends, enemies and having witnessed completely different events. 
 
3.2.3 Example: Gone Home 
Gone Home is not a traditional Adventure game, although some might classify it as such. It 
forgoes the classic point-and-click mechanics for a more modern real-time first-person 
exploration system. 
In Gone Home the player embodies Kaitlin Greenbriar, who is returning to her parent’s house 
after having been abroad for a few months. As Kaitlin arrives at the front door, she realizes 
that her parents and sister aren’t home to greet her. She enters the house and starts exploring, 
trying to figure out where they could’ve gone. As she explores, she learns more and more 
about her family members’ lives during the past few months. She gets a better understanding 
of her sister’s life, and her issues, and she gets the feeling that her parents’ relationship isn’t 
as solid as it used to be. Bit by bit, Kaitlin starts to feel as though her family and the house she 
used to know have been evolving and changing in her absence. 
Gone Home delivers on its premise by making the player embody and experience the game’s 
world and story through Kaitlin’s eyes. Rarely do we hear Kaitlin’s voice and we never see 
her facial reactions. Kaitlin is a vessel for the player. She is there to bridge the gap between 
the game’s world and our own. 
Gone Home may seem like a more linear experience than other previously mentioned titles, 
but the way the game presents its own non-linearity is at the heart of its great execution. 
As the player enters the house, he/she is presented with various doors and various pieces of 
furniture within an enormous, sprawling mansion. Almost instantly, the player realizes that 
practically anything within the house is interactive. Kaitlin can open every door, every drawer 
go through every room, look at books, letters, pamphlets, music tapes and board games, 


















Fig. 10 – The Fullbright Company’s Gone Home18 
 
As soon as the player realizes this, it is up to him/her to decide how they should approach the 
game. The exploration system is built in such a way that the player knows that he/she has a 
few essential elements that are needed to advance the plot. The player can focus on obtaining 
only those elements, or he/she can keep exploring and looking for every interactive element in 
the house. As such, different players will have different play-styles and will ultimately finish 
the game with access to different information, therefore crafting their own version and 
interpretation of the story. 
It is, for example, possible to finish the story with the firm belief that Kaitlin’s mother has 
been having extra-marital affairs, while her father has been descending into alcoholism after 
having trouble publishing his books. 
This information is available through small letters and journal entries that the player finds 
throughout the house. If a player rushes to the finish, he/she will end the game with an 
incomplete set of information. 
A player that takes his/her time to explore the entirety of the mansion, may realize that, 
although their parents’ relationship isn’t as strong as it once was, Kaitlin’s mother is not 
having an affair and Kaitlin’s father temporarily struggled with depression due to his failures, 
but was recently offered a publishing deal. These two players end the same game with 
completely distinct senses of reality regarding Kaitlin’s life and family. 
Gone Home is one of the most recent experiments in interactive storytelling and it outshines 
its competition because it forgoes traditional elements in favor of a new kind of exploration-
centric approach to narrative structure. Players aren’t forced to pick between options A, B, C 
or D, but instead have complete freedom to approach the game’s story and world as they see 
fit. 
                                                
18 Image collected from [22-11-2013]: < http://www.edge-online.com/review/gone-home-review/ > 
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3.3 Twine and the indie community: the rebirth of interactive fiction 
Some of the most critically acclaimed games of the past few years have been created by 
independent developers. The strength of independent game development comes mainly from 
the lack of business and commercial ties to specific publishers. 
Independent developers are usually small studios made up of very few elements, or even 
single individuals who dedicate themselves to the various areas of game development and are, 
therefore, able to create unique projects that aren’t dictated by the market or the industry’s 
demand. 
In the past few years, we’ve seen a rapid increase in the production of independent games. 
Titles such as Braid (Blow, 2008), Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) and Super Meat Boy (Team 
Meat, 2011) proved that it was possible for a small team of one or two people to make a game 
and have moderate-to-high success rates, without having to work on a publisher’s terms, and 
were effectively responsible for the rapid development of a community that, up until recently, 














Fig. 11 – Mojang’s Minecraft19 
 
Game designers and developers such as Jonathan Blow, Edmund McMillen, Markus Persson, 
Rami Ismail, Sophie Houlden, Anna Anthropy, Zoe Quinn, Jason Rohrer, among many 
others, have since become prominent figures within the games industry and their work 
signaled a shift in the balance of AAA20 game development versus independent, low-budget 
productions. 
                                                
19 In-game screenshot taken by the author 
20 AAA, or “triple-A”, often refers to big-budget games with extremely high production values 
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One of the most important changes that allowed this revolution to occur was the availability 
of cheap – or free – game development tools. Software such as Unity3D21, GameMaker22, 
Stencyl23 and GameSalad24 made it easy for people with little-to-no programming experience 
to start creating their own games, and to develop a career as game designers or developers, by 
distributing and selling their games digitally (Anthropy, 2012, p. 9). 
One of the tools of this revolution was a recent small, lightweight, open-source software 
program called Twine25. Twine is, essentially, a canvas for interactive fiction authors. It 
allows writers, narrative designers and game designers to map or sketch out a story and its 
narrative structure. 
It is based on well-known technologies and programming languages, such as HTML26 and 
CSS27, allowing creators to add diverse visual styles, images and sounds to their work. 
For game designers and narrative designers alike, Twine functions as a notepad, making it 
possible to create entire non-linear structures and storylines without spending countless hours 













Fig. 12 – Depression Quest’s node map28 in Twine 
 
                                                
21 http://unity3d.com  
22 https://www.yoyogames.com/studio  
23 http://www.stencyl.com  
24 http://gamesalad.com  
25 http://twinery.org  
26 Hypertext Markup Language 
27 Cascading Style Sheets 
28 Image collected from [11-08-2013]: < http://twitter.com/ZoeQuinn > 
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Some game designers, such as Zoe Quinn, Anna Anthropy and Porpentine, have started using 
Twine almost exclusively as their main game development tool, opting to create deeper and 
meaningful works of interactive fiction, mixed with more traditional gameplay systems and 
mechanics, often pushing the boundaries of what the application can handle. 
Twine has signaled a sort of “second coming” for interactive fiction, lowering the barrier of 
entry – or removing it altogether – by focusing on simple, easy-to-learn technology. It 
presents itself as a tool for writers and creators who want to create stories without delving into 
the technical side of game development. 
Recent Twine games, such as Depression Quest (Quinn, 2013) or Howling Dogs (Porpentine, 
2012) have signaled the birth of meaningful games that not only strive to achieve great story, 
but also explore the human condition in ways that interactive entertainment has never done. 
As a practical application of the theoretic concepts explored within dissertation, a prototype of 
an interactive fiction game was developed. This game is based on an existing screenplay and 
tries to bridge the gap between traditional and interactive storytelling. The challenge with the 
Entropy, was to create a short, minimalist work of interactive fiction that used the usual tropes 
and mechanics of the medium, but in such a way that it tried to avoid meaningless gimmicks 
and focus on its sole purpose, which is to convey a story that can be experienced in different 
ways, depending on the player. 
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4 Entropy: Crafting Interaction 
Throughout this chapter, we will delve into the process of creating Entropy, a prototype 
adaptation of a traditional screenplay into an interactive format. Focusing on some of the most 
common elements of interactive stories as well as the mechanics and systems they employ to 
maintain player engagement and player agency, we will analyze the process of introducing 
interactive elements to a non-interactive story. 
The original story for Entropy was originally developed as a screenplay for a fifteen-minute 
short-film. From the beginning, the goal of the original screenplay was to present a non-linear 
story that delved into sci-fi territory, but that also touched upon more existential and 
metaphysical aspects of our own experience of time, space and memory. 
As a practical implementation of the topics and subjects present throughout this dissertation, a 
version of Entropy was then adapted into a work of interactive fiction. The purpose of that 
work was to understand the structural pillars that make up some of the most popular works of 
interactive storytelling and to understand how interactivity might influence, change and add to 
an already existing story, by making the player an active element in it. 
The main goal of this project is not to create a manual or a primer for interactive storytelling. 
Much like in traditional screenwriting, “all notions of paradigms and foolproof story models 
are nonsense” (McKee, 2010, p. 6), therefore, trying to build a compilation of formulas for 
successful interactive stories would be an exercise in futility. This project presents itself 
solely as a way to analyze recurring tropes in interactive storytelling and their overall 
efficiency in conveying the strengths and/or weaknesses of the medium. 
 
4.1 Entropia 
Entropia started as an original screenplay titled Conundrum (written by Henrique Sousa) that 
focused on a large-scale sci-fi story about a man that ends up becoming aware of his father’s 
past and true identity. He is thrown into a situation where he must decide if he’s willing to 
face his father and be prepared to sacrifice his future, in order to save human lives. 
Conundrum was chosen by Henrique Sousa (co-screenwriter and Director of Photography), 
João Pedro Augusto (Editor), Renata Ramos (Director), Sofia Oliveira (Art Director) and 
Susana Grilo (Producer) to be made into a short-film as the group’s Final Project for the 
2011/2012 Master’s Degree in Sound and Image. 
As stated, the original script was later developed by Henrique Sousa and the project’s 
director, Renata Ramos, over the course of – approximately – nine months, in order to reduce 
its scale and keep it feasible for production, but also to focus on its strengths while ironing out 
the story’s weak points. The result of that process was an almost entirely new screenplay with 
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Entropia’s story maintained the central theme of the original script, but altered the setting and 
the scale of the story to fit the short-film’s budget. The remaining members of the group, as 
well as the project’s coordinating professor, Professor Carlos Ruiz, approved the screenplay 
and, as a result, the project started its production phase. Entropia was then developed into a 













Fig. 13 – Captured frame from the short-film Entropia29 
 
Entropia’s story focuses on a character, Tiago, who has to witness his mother withering away 
each day, due to her deteriorating mental state. Tiago knows his mother’s condition is 
somehow tied to the events of his father’s murder, but he was never able to find enough 
information to uncover the truth. During a daily conversation with his mother – most of which 
Tiago recorded, in order to maintain samples of his mother’s rare moments of lucidity –, she 
mentions his father’s name and Tiago tries to inquire about him, only to be left in the darkness 
once more. However, this time his mother drops a small object and a key near him. Upon 
investigating, he arrives at the attic of his house, his mother’s old office. Going through her 
documents, Tiago reveals more information about his father’s past. Tiago finds out about his 
father’s history of violent behavior and subsequent firing from his old job for using excessive 
force. Increasingly curious, Tiago finds a set of blueprints that seem to depict a device similar 
to the one his mother gave him. Upon activating the device, he is transported back in time, to 
witness an event that will forever change his life. 
The original screenplay for Entropia was the starting point for the creation of this adaptation 
process, due to its reliance on time-travelling and its potential for a non-linear structure and 
divergent narrative paths.  The fact that the original screenplay was developed specifically for 
the production of a short-film made it stand out as an obvious choice when it came to create 
an interactive adaptation of a previously written script. 
                                                
29 Still frame captured by the author 
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The final draft of Entropia was a production-ready screenplay that spent many weeks being 
revised by both its writers – Henrique Sousa and Renata Ramos – and the project’s 
coordinating professor, Carlos Ruiz.  
As such, it has gone through the necessary quality and formatting processes that a completely 
new screenplay would lack. The script was deemed ready for production and was faced with 
little change over the duration of the short-film’s production, which means that it remains 
accurate source material and remains a stable base of comparison between the interactive 
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4.2 Interactive Structure 
Entropy was developed as a prototype of an interactive fiction game, in order to effectively 
study the inherent strengths and weaknesses of video games as a storytelling medium. As 
previously stated, using a screenplay from a previously developed project was a deliberate 
choice, seeing that an original screenplay, written specifically for this purpose, wouldn’t have 
gone through the difficult formatting and polishing process that comes with the necessity to 
create a production-ready script. 
Entropia’s screenplay, as stated, was developed by both co-screenwriters, with input from the 
remaining members of the group and the project’s coordinator, over a period of nine months. 
As such, it presents itself as a richer example of a traditional screenplay. 
Interactive fiction relies upon mechanics and systems often borrowed from game design to 
implement player interaction and maintain player agency and activity. Entropy is a showcase 
of recurring tropes and mechanics used in most non-linear video games and interactive fiction 
titles alike. As such, it presents an opportunity to assess the influence of interactivity and the 
possibilities that spring from the addition of an active participant to an already established 
story. As such, we will explore a few of the existing tropes and dynamics present in the 
prototype. 
 
4.2.1 Multiple Endings 
Almost a staple of interactive storytelling, this often-overused trope has become something of 
an issue in recent games. For example, the game Mass Effect 3, as previously mentioned, 
presents the player with multiple endings through a way that ignores the series’ reliance on 
choice and player agency, presenting the player with a single moment that effectively 
determines the story’s ending without taking into account the past choices that the player has 
made throughout his/her hundred-hour journey within the game’s Universe. 
Multiple endings are a recurring element in the majority of interactive fiction titles and their 
presence is easily understandable. Having an active participant in the story means that he/she 
is expected to be able to affect the outcome of that story through his/her actions and/or 
choices. Multiple endings are, therefore, the simplest form with which to convey the actual 
effects of a player’s decision. 
In Entropy, multiple endings were something of a necessity in order to convey the different 
outcomes of the story. The main character, Tim, undergoes a series of events that shape how 
he will/might react during the final scene, therefore having a single ending didn’t help cement 
the fact that the character can react differently depending on the information he has access to. 
The player is presented with various choices throughout the game and his/her decision will 
influence the game’s outcome. Unlike Mass Effect 3, the player isn’t able to choose one of the 
multiple endings from a list of possibilities during the final set piece and must play the game 
in different ways, in order to achieve different outcomes. However, much like Gone Home, 
the ending and overall interpretation of the story rely upon the player’s will to explore the 
world. 
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During the first attic scene – one of the pivotal scenes within the overall arc –, the player is 
able to explore his mother’s old work desk, in order to find more information regarding his 
family’s past. If the player decides to move on before exploring every compartment, he might 
not get to know about his father’s severe anger issues or the fact that his mother was a victim 
of domestic violence. This will shape the character’s path and will lead to wildly different 
endings. For example, a player who rushes to the end and misses valuable information might 
witness Tim’s hesitation when he’s confronted with Thomas’s acts of aggression toward 
Hannah. If the character wasn’t granted access to certain information, he might not have the 
necessary impetus to act and he might even be overpowered or killed by Thomas. 
A player that has been thorough in his/her exploration might have the necessary information 
and will certainly be presented with a different outcome. If the player knows about the 
domestic violence charges and Thomas’s violent past, he/she might decide that they need to 
kill Thomas to save Tim’s mother. Alternatively, they might remember that Hannah started 
exhibiting symptoms of mental health issues after Thomas’s death and might decide not to kill 
him, in order to preserve Hannah’s health. 
Although recent games have depended a bit too much on multiple endings to convey the idea 
of the player being in control, these remain as a sort of necessity to allow the story to be 
shaped by the player’s interaction with it. Multiple endings can be defined in an almost 
invisible way, by depending on subtle and nuanced elements, actions or events that are 
present during the game. 
 
4.2.2 Divergent Paths 
Entropy follows a modified “foldback” (Adams, 2010, p.174) narrative structure, in which the 
story branches out, but often converges during inevitable events or set pieces. Although the 
last act follows a more traditional branching structure, due to the existence of multiple 
endings, the “foldback” structure allows for more control while building the overall story. 
This technique allows for the player to experience enough freedom within the game’s story 
and world, but clearly conveys that there are a few certain moments that are common to every 
playthrough and play style. 
Although some games have tried the branching narrative approach, most ended up 
abandoning the idea, due to budgetary or even technological limitations (Lebowitz & Klug, 
2011, p. 181). Due to the lack of highly advanced artificial intelligence they end up exposing 
the limitations of that system. As previously stated, the narrative’s designers are required to 
create a pre-determined number of variations within the story. As such, players will rapidly 
find the invisible narrative walls that designers have put in to reduce the possibly infinite 
scale that the project could achieve. 
Having certain constant events that clearly convey the evolution of the plot is central to 
reduce the scale of the project and to give the player a clearer narrative path to follow.  
Having a traditional branching structure that folds back to certain main events clearly conveys 
to the player that there aren’t infinite possibilities within the game’s system, effectively 
teaching players about the limitations of the game’s world. 
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In Entropy, the player is allowed a few moments of exploration, but will have to go through 












Fig. 14 – Entropy’s node-map in Twine30 
 
4.2.3 Innocuous Events 
Some events are only present throughout the game to maintain the illusion of choice. During 
the first attic scene in Entropy, the player is presented with two choices: flip the switch or 
remove the wooden boards from the windows. Both choices have the same result 
(illuminating the attic) and don’t influence the overall story, but the fact that the player has a 
choice to make helps maintain the illusion of choice throughout less meaningful moments. 
Although these moments don’t further the game’s plot, they help keep the player engaged 
with the story, and will indulge his/her need to explore. In effect, most interaction throughout 
the game are merely ways to keep the player suspended in a state of illusion. Too many 
choices will probably deviate the player’s attention from the story to the mechanics and 
system that sustain it. However, not having enough choices will also become an obstacle to 
the player’s enjoyment of the experience. 
Beyond: Two Souls (Quantic Dream, 2013) is a great example of a game that uses completely 
meaningless actions to keep the player involved and invested in his/her participation, by 






                                                
30 Screenshot taken by the author 













Fig. 15 – Quantic Dream’s Beyond: Two Souls31 
 
4.2.4 Player Agency 
“For many players, the interactivity also helps form a close bond with the characters much 
more easily than in print and film. Regardless of how much control the player has over the 
story, during the game he or she does, to a certain extent, become the main character, sharing 
the hero’s triumphs and failures. With the player taking an active role in the process, the thrill 
of defeating a powerful foe or the agony of being unable to save a dear friend becomes all the 
more real.” (Lebowitz & Klug, 2011, p. 43). 
As stated, player agency is an important aspect of narrative design in an interactive medium, 
especially in non-linear video games. The empowering aspect of interactive entertainment is 
that the player feels like he is actively shaping the outcome of the experience. To sustain that 
feeling, the experience’s designers need to always keep player agency in mind, therefore 
creating multiple events where the player is called upon to act. 
Player agency, as defined by Ernest Adams, is the player’s “power to change the direction of 
the plot – the story’s future events” (Adams, 2012, p. 160). Adams claims that a game without 
player agency can still be considered to have an interactive story, because, even though a 
game may not give the player complete agency, “a player still feels as if he is interacting with 
the story even if his actions do not change future events. The player contributes to the 




                                                
31 Image retrieved from [23-11-2013]: < http://www.therefinedgeek.com.au/index.php/2013/10/25/beyond-two-
souls-youre-never-alone/ > 
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In Entropy, player agency is conveyed through the use of a small number of events that let 
him/her shape the overall progression of the plot and achieve different results by making 
different choices. Even though the game has a story that can be shaped by the player’s 
actions, player agency isn’t a constant element throughout Entropy and, as such, the game 
needs to keep the player engaged and motivated to move the plot forward. That is achieved by 
using highlighted verbs and objects to convey player’s actions. Players have the clear 
understanding that they’re doing/interacting with “something” during the experience.  
Although the systems that shift the path of the story in Entropy are almost invisible to the 
player, he/she still feels active due to the results of his/her actions. Exploring the desk during 
the first attic scene is the main moment where the player is able to contribute to the ending. 
The variables that are set during that scene refer to the player’s knowledge of certain past 
events. If a player knows all about the gritty past of Tim’s father, he will have the opportunity 
to decide between killing him, or sparing him and sending him to jail. If the character is 
completely oblivious regarding those events – due to the lack of exploration during the 
playthrough –, he will be surprised when confronted with the climax, resulting in the 
unconscious murder of his father or even in his own death. 
 
4.2.5 Dialog 
As Scott Rogers states, “freedom of mobility and conversation are important storytelling tools 
when exploring is the player’s goal” (Rogers, 2010, p. 213). We have talked about player 
agency and exploration, but dialog choices are also an important element of adventure or 
interactive fiction games, because they allow the player to interact with other characters. 
In Entropy this element is only featured in a few moments, due to the fact that dialog is not an 
integral part of the experience. The game focuses more on interacting with the environment 
rather than with other characters, therefore dialog options are almost vestigial. 
 
4.3 Narrative Design 
As viewers, people are often fed information and their only role is to process it. As a player, 
however, people must first gather information and analyze it depending on the world, systems 
and mechanics of the game they are experiencing. 
Video games present the player with the opportunity to explore spaces and to define their own 
way of experiencing a story. Although apparently brimming with infinite possibilities, 
interactive narratives need to be carefully crafted in order to prevent the player from accessing 
information that would not make sense in a particular moment or place. The story needs to be 
crafted in such a way that it is able to perfectly convey its intentions to whoever experiences 
it. The process of defining the story’s structure is often called narrative design and, much like 
game design, focuses on defining the mechanics, systems and rules of a piece of interactive 
storytelling. 
Although the original screenplay’s plot is based on time travelling and reliving the same 
moment more than once (and from different perspectives), the story itself is completely linear.  
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As the process of adapting Entropia into an interactive format started, it became clear that the 
original sequence of events would have to be changed in order to provide a clearer and more 
intuitive experience to the player. 
From the perspective of its main character, Entropia follows a non-linear narrative path, with 
constant jumps between time periods and spaces. This structure introduces obvious problems 
when trying to create a cohesive interactive story. Seeing that we’re writing for an active 
player and not a (mostly) passive viewer, we need a different way to convey information. In 
an interactive story, the participant – or player – expects to be in control of, at least, one 
character. Seeing that Entropia’s story follows mostly one main character, it was decided that, 
in Entropy, the player would assume the control of the main character, Tim. To make sure that 
the game wouldn’t jump time without the player being fully aware of it – and, therefore, 
breaking the connection between character and its controller – the entire narrative structure 
and sequence of events had to be altered. We needed to make the time jumps clear to the 
player, so that he/she would know which “version” of Tim (Entropy’s equivalent of Tiago) 
they were controlling. 
In this sort of interactive fiction, the player needs to feel like he/she is witnessing the world 
and its events through their character’s eyes. By making sudden time jumps and switching 
between various different versions of the character, we would risk losing that connection and 
breaking the illusion of character control, making the player feel like a more passive presence, 
rather than an active agent within an interactive space. 
In order to solve some of these issues, it was decided that the childhood sequences were to be 
eliminated. They remain in the game as accessible memories that the player can experience at 
some points throughout the story, by looking or examining specific objects. The game makes 
it clear that the player is experiencing a memory and not a time jump. However, to keep it in 
tune with the overarching mechanics of the game, the player is also able to make choices 
during the childhood sequences, blurring the line between what is a time jump and what is a 
memory. Those choices will not influence the path of the story, but allow the player to have 
access to different information and, therefore, make different choices later on. 
The first childhood sequence in the original screenplay is of the utmost importance in order 
for the viewer to know that Tiago was, as a child, somewhat aware of the violent behavior of 
his father. This information needs to be present within the game, seeing as it is a defining 
moment in the characterization of Thomas. In an attempt to include that same information, 
while keeping Thomas’s true personality hidden from the player, various clues were 
distributed throughout the game in the form of documents, newspaper cutouts and journal 
entries. The player may encounter those clues and piece together the information, creating a 
clear mental image of the character’s father. They can, however, miss that information 
entirely and come across a completely different outcome. 
The sequences between the character’s parents were also eliminated but information related to 
their relationship remains in the game, under the form of photographs, newspaper clippings 
and reports. It is the player’s job to explore the world he/she is in, in order to access that 
information. Seeing as the player embodies Tim, having him/her jump to a third-person 
perspective in order to witness a fight between the character’s parents would break the 
illusion of character control. 
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The overall structure, although not radically different, focuses on the adult Tim instead of 
changing focus between multiple versions of the character. The player controls the adult Tim 
and witnesses a clear evolution of the character and the world around him. 
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5 Closing Thoughts 
Interactive storytelling follows the same assumptions as traditional storytelling when it comes 
to the building blocks of story. The elements of conflict and resolution remain unchanged 
when switching from one medium to another. 
However, the fact that we introduce an active element into the story, presents the need for 
certain changes to the overall narrative structure. Information must not be transferred 
passively and must rely on player action to be revealed. Player agency is an essential element 
to the presentation of an interactive story. Maintaining agency allows the player to become 
immersed in the story’s world and also allows for new and exciting techniques regarding the 
dynamic adaptation of the story’s path to the player’s actions. 
Due to technical limitations, purely dynamic and non-linear stories are unfeasible in today’s 
games. Game designers create carefully-developed experiences that have only a sample of 
open-endedness to them. In order to achieve new heights in interactive storytelling, there is a 
need for story engines. These engines will take elements from a pool of themes and will 
autonomously create new stories by making infinite combinations between themes. 
Story engines and procedurally generated content hold much promise for the future of 
storytelling and certainly seem to be the tools for the creation of tomorrow’s games. With 
access to advanced technology such as the previously mentioned tools will usher in an era 
where authors provide the building blocks to create living stories that adapt and react to their 
players, being on constant evolution and adaptation. 
Future authors will no longer create single stories. They will create entire universes where 
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APPENDIX B 
The author has included a DVD with this dissertation, which provides a digital version of the 
original screenplay for Entropia and the final version of Entropy, the interactive adaptation of 
that same screenplay. 
